
 

          
 
                                                                                                                   

Sleep – getting a good night!  
Why is sleep important?     

   

We all know that we feel better after a good night’s sleep. But you may not realise 

just how important sleep is for both our physical and mental health. Sleep is an 

essential part of feeling well and feeling happy, but almost everyone experiences 

problems sleeping at some time of their life. Sleep disruption is common, 

especially during times when there are a lot of changes and your emotions feel 

overwhelmed. 

Did you know school-age children need between 9-11 hours 

of sleep per night? 

 

Here are some tips that can help you sleep well and keep well 
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Sleep allows your 

brain to process the 

day before and 

prepare for the day 

ahead. 

Sleep improves our 

memory and 

concentration 

It reduces stress and 

helps us to better 

manage our mood 

Sleep allows our 

bodies to repair and 

boosts our immune 

system 

 

Emotions Bodies 

Sleep Hygiene 

Paying attention to good sleep hygiene is the most important thing you can do to maintain good sleep.   
 



 

          
 
                                                                                                                   

Things you could include in your evening routine  

 

Practise one of these skills - Tense & Relax Exercise 

 

 

 

Sleep loves routine 

Try to stick to your normal 

going to bed and waking 

up times. Even at the 

weekend! 

Keep your bedtime routine 

the same – shower or 

bath, reading or audio 

books. Having a warm 

drink and getting ready for 

the next day. 

 

 

Keep it tidy 

Try to keep your 

bedroom tidy so it 

is a relaxing place 

to go when it’s 

time for bed 

A place to relax 

Turn down the lights, 

close the curtains or 

blinds and try to 

keep the room cool – 

open the window a 

little if it’s safe to. 

Mindfulness Breathing – Try some Lazy 8 breathing 
 

Take a slow breath in as you count to four 
Then take a slow breath out as you count to four. 

Try this up to 5 times. 
 

 
 


